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Warren: This is Mame Warren. Today is the fifth of January in the year 2000, and here we have 

our first interview, but it's not really the millennium. We won't fall for that, will we? 

Well, let's start by saying who the heck you are, Bill Leslie. 

Leslie: I'm a historian of science and technology. I did my graduate work at the University of 

Delaware, taught one year at Rochester Institute of Technology, and then I've spent the last 

nineteen years teaching in the history of science department at Johns Hopkins, with a secondary 

appointment in geography and environmental engineering. 

Warren: What does history of science and technology mean? 

Leslie: It's no different than other branches or more specialized branches of history, and it's only 

a separate department here for reasons of history, politics, and funding. 

Warren: Oh, tell me what you mean by that. 

Leslie: That the original chair in the history of science was given in 1961 to the university with 

the stipulation that it be a separate department on the Homewood campus. There's long been an 

Institute of the History of Medicine at the medical school, and there was some thought that maybe 

history of science should be part of the medical institutions, but the money that was given for the 

first chair here, the Willis Shepard chair, which is now held by Bob Kargon, but was originally 

held by Harry Woolf, who became provost of the university eventually, and then finally director of 
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the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, that money was given with the understanding it 

would be a separate department. 

So we've had departmental status here since 1962. It always has been small. It was 

independent until 1993, when the Institute of the History of Medicine and the Department of the 

History of Science were merged into a joint department across the two schools. So now we have 

a department that's between two schools, with a foot in either one, both in the medical school and 

in the School of Arts and Sciences. 

Warren: So History of Medicine is still in East Baltimore? 

Leslie: History of Medicine and History of Science really are a seamless department, so we have 

people who have offices there and people who have offices here, we have nine faculty members, 

but, in fact, the department is spread across the two. So there still is, at least on stationery, an 

Institute of the History of Medicine, but those faculty members teach here in arts and sciences and 

we occasionally teach there. 

Warren: As I have pursued this project, I'm finding that- [Tape interruption] I'm finding 

among the various departments, divisions - [Tape interruption] 

Leslie: It's certainly not the most important example, probably. Biophysics and biomedical 

engineering are the two that I think are most interesting. In the case of biophysics, although that is 

within arts and sciences in the medical school, you again have a case where a fairly large amount 

of money was given to the university and there was quite a political fight over whether it would 

go to the Homewood campus or to the medical school. It ended up-Jenkins was the-in fact, 

that's why Jenkins Hall, is named Jenkins Hall, and that's where biophysics is. That was a case 

where the department was actually-the money was actually split. It was $5 million. It was split 
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half and half between biophysics and the medical school. 

Any history of Hopkins has to take account of the fact that for the last fifty years, anyway, 

the tail has wagged the dog, and the medical school is such a large presence politically, financially, 

in terms of prestige, in terms of name recognition, that to understand biomedical engineering at 

Homewood, without understanding biomedical engineering at the medical institutions or 

biophysics here without understanding biophysics there would be to miss a good part of the story. 

And the difficulty always has been, can the president of the university and can the provost rein in 

the medical institution sufficiently to make the place run as an integrated whole. 

Hopkins is the most decentralized university I know anything about. It's the only one 

where you have-I've forgotten their budget now. It used to be in the 500-million range. Where 

you have the Applied Physics Lab some miles away in Laurel. You have the medical institutions in 

East Baltimore. You have a very prestigious School of Advanced International Studies in 

Washington. You have branches in Bologna and you have one in China. And it's the classic 

fiefdom problem. Can you really coordinate all those to make them work as one? Now you have, 

of course, thanks to [Steve] Muller, you have also a conservatory which is part of it. 

But again it has a long tradition of institutional independence, and it's never been really 

fully integrated into the university. There have been a number of political fights about, well, who 

pays for what, etc. It's very much an "each tub on its own bottom" sort of place, and it's a 

tremendous administrative challenge, and it's driven at least one provost back into the faculty, and 

we'll see if it drives another. [Laughter] But that's the biggest challenge. 

From the engineering school's point of view, it, too, has long sought an independent 

identity. Its weakest years were obviously when it did not have that independent institutional 
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identity. The idea that you could have an engineering school which was really part of an arts and 

sciences school just doesn't work very well, because everybody else has an independent basis. The 

conservatory now does. The medical school always did. Even public health. Every part of the 

university has pretty autonomous control over its budget and calendars and everything else. And 

to expect an engineering school not to have those kinds of prerogatives and function effectively 

was expecting too much. So if someone had asked me at the time, will an engineering school 

survive if it doesn't have its own independent status within the university, you'd say no. And, of 

course, it didn't work very well. 

Warren: Why did that happen? 

Leslie: I think there was a sense that Hopkins could do something different. I don't know the 

details, whether there was any urgency about budgets or anything like that, but from what I've 

read, the idea was, "Look. This can be a seamless kind of engineering science within arts and 

sciences." 

One of the most important developments in engineering in the last half century has been 

the idea that there's an engineering science which is parallel to, although not the same as science. 

Coming out of the war, the great engineering achievements, rightly or wrongly, were attributed to 

the physicists and to the scientists, and engineers have always had this terrible status anxiety. 

They're sort of the Rodney Danger:fields of the academic world. In the pecking order, physics and 

mathematics are always up here, and then it moves down the ladder and the applied fields are 

always considered sort of second status. They always have felt that very keenly, which is why, of 

course, it's nice to have your own shop, because then at least you aren't in the same hierarchy as 

the physicists and the chemists. 
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You can see that here with something like mathematical sciences. There's not really any 

good intellectual reason to have a Department of Mathematical Sciences, although I suppose John 

Wierman will tell you otherwise. But there is a very important reason to have, for reasons of self-

esteem, etc., that you do theory, that you do mathematics that's designed for engineering. And 

engineering has traditionally been a field that has set its own curriculum. It's been a very self-

contained curriculum. 

I think Hopkins was trying a noble experiment. That is, can you do engineering within arts 

and sciences? It just doesn't work. Other universities have tried things like that. Can you do 

applied mathematics within a school of arts and sciences rather than engineering, as Stanford did? 

It's very difficult to make that work. I don't know the administrative details of why they decided 

to take away its independent standing for twenty years or so, but it was clearly a mistake. 

Warren: [Tape interruption]. 

Leslie: Yes, yes. We can. Hopkins is a very unusual place. It was started as an experiment and 

graduate-centered, if not exclusively graduate education. There was the expectation that it would 

be graduate only, although that never worked out. It turns out that undergraduates contribute a 

lot to a university, like tuition. [Laughter] But the idea was always that it would be small, that it 

would be experimental in the sense of having a few people who interact with each other. It would 

only have certain niches. It wouldn't try to do everything. What it would do is try to build very 

narrow steeples of excellence with just a few very good people, but it would never try to match 

the scale of its main competition. Even from the beginning, it was never going to be the size of 

Cornell or Harvard or Yale, but it would have that graduate focus to it. 

I think there's a misunderstanding about it being the pure German university ideal. There 
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was some of that there, but if you look at the founding fathers-and they were all founding fathers 

in those days. The story of women at Hopkins and women in engineering is a separate story, but 

it's an interesting one. It sort of parallels women in arts and sciences, where the only way you 

could get a degree was if you happened to have the right connections, and you might have to wait 

fifty years to get your degree. The only exception to that, by the way, is medical school, which 

was open to women from the beginning, and that was because of the stipulation on some of the 

money that went into helping to put it into place after the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad money 

went south. 

But the faculty who were brought here, especially in the science departments, the most 

famous being [Henry] Rowland in physics and [Ira] Remsen in chemistry, they're remembered for 

their diatribes against the prostitution of science, and they're remembered for Rowland's famous 

speech on a plea for pure science which he gave to the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, and Remsen's famous essay on the science versus the art of chemistry. 

What people remember is them saying you can't taint these disciplines by involving them with 

practical matters and applied work. 

But the fact of the matter is that they always had a place for applied work, especially 

Rowland. Rowland was not a theoretician. He's remembered for his diffraction gratings and his 

ruling engine that made these very, very fine lines for use in optics and astronomy, particularly. 

And he had a business making those things. He had an assistant. If you wanted to buy the best 

diffraction grating, you went to Rowland, and he had an assistant who made you the grating in the 

basement of the physics building. He was also a consultant on the Niagara power project, which 

was the first major alternating-current system. And he was the highest paid consultant, I think, 
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academic consultant of anyone at the time, and certainly was not ashamed of that. 

He simply thought that there ought to be some kind of separation between his pure science 

and his more practical work. I think he at one point said he was the best electrical engineer in the 

country, even if his degree was in physics, and was certainly proud of that kind of distinction. In 

the same way that the people who were building networks, people like Edison, always disparaged 

academics as impractical theoreticians, etc., etc. They hired them anyway and couldn't have 

survived without them. 

The theoreticians, the people like Rowland and Remsen, were certainly interested in 

engineering problems. It's always been the case that engineering and science have sort offed off 

one another. Trying to understand theoretically what's happening in an electric motor or chemical 

reaction, etc., is of great interest to the theoretician, and the theoretician, of course, helps the 

engineer understand what he or she is trying to do, so there's this sort of symbiotic relationship. 

And that was there from the beginning. Rowland and Remsen and the first group of scientists 

here, they would not call themselves engineers, although in Rowland's case he would. But they 

certainly were interested in practical matters. 

And Gilman was interested in practical matters. He was a person that was coming from 

what would become the premier state education, state university system. He was the president of 

the University of California at Berkeley, which had a mandate to serve the state of California. And 

he didn't surrender that to come here because he thought he was going to go into some kind of 

monastic life at Hopkins. He saw it as a chance to take some of the best of that, combine it with a 

graduate focus that you could never have, at least in those days, at the University of California. 

And when he talked about things like civic engineering and training civic engineers, from 
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the very beginning, well before we had engineering school, you can't help but think that his 

experiences within that kind of state context, of course you serve municipalities. And he talks 

about that in his inaugural address, about training. He thought he was going to be training 

engineers who would take up positions in state and local government, perhaps at the federal level. 

So there was never a sense that it was going to be an institute for advanced study. Hopkins was 

never going to be like that. 

Warren: Indeed, the state of Maryland bought into the program. 

Leslie: They funded the building. It's not clear to me why engineering was so long delayed. 

There are a lot of fields that weren't developed right away, some of them for political reasons. 

Should we have a department of religious studies? It was a pretty secular definition of an 

institution. You don't invite Thomas Huxley to give the first convocation if you have serious 

ambitions to be a sectarian institution, which it never was, of course. 

But there was always a sense from the very beginning that it should serve the surrounding 

community, and just how that would be done was the question, and when it would be done. So 

the state had a problem, and it still does, in a sense, because the best university in the state is not 

the state system at all. It's the same problem Massachusetts has, where the best universities are 

private ones. And, of course, University of Maryland, for all that, at the turn of the century didn't 

have any engineering school at all. 

So if you're going to have an engineering school, where was it going to be? Were you 

going to try to build up a teachers college into an engineering school? Which would have been 

very difficult. Or were you going to try to take something that had an international reputation in 

the sciences, had faculty members who were interested in applying theoretical science to practical 
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problems, and then trying to build on that? That was the idea of a program funded by the state in 

engineering. 

But even before that, the physics department here was training people in what we would 

call electrical engineering, because they were the only people at that point, the physicists, who 

were studying electric motors and were studying questions of exactly how does the dynamo work, 

and how do you improve its performance? How do you, in fact, transfer high-voltage electricity 

efficiently from the power generators at Niagara Falls to the places where you're going to use it? 

And that's why people like Rowland got involved in it, because they were the people who had 

some understanding of the issues. 

Hopkins was not at all unusual in having electrical engineering really begin in the physics 

department. That was true everywhere. It was even true at MIT [Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology], where you think, of course, you would set up an electrical engineering department, 

but electrical engineering was done everywhere in physics first. 

What happened, of course, was it became so popular and it threatened to overwhelm all 

the rest of physics, at that point then you have to decide, well, do we just extend the physics 

department to accommodate this new field or do we find another home for it? And here it was a 

little bit awkward because you wanted to find some kind of program that would allow you to train 

people who would have this applied degree and could go out and become electrical engineers 

without yet having the engineering school to do it in. 

So you have this long program under Duncan. I've forgotten his name now. Was it Louis 

Duncan? That can be discovered. And the best source, by the way, for that is a dissertation that 

was written in this department by Robert Rosenberg, which looked at the origins of electrical 
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engineering as an academic discipline, and has a chapter-it must have been completed about '87 

or something like that. I can look at up for you. But he has a wonderful chapter on Duncan and 

the electrical engineering program here and the professional degree that was offered through the 

physics department. 

Warren: What time period are we talking about? 

Leslie: 1900. It's well before the founding of-I think it began in 1880s, but I'd have to check the 

date on it. So it is a predecessor to the engineering school itself The point is that there was a lot 

of engineering being done here before we had a school of engineering. The school was actually 

founded in 1914, and so we had several decades of training people who went out to be engineers, 

but who had their degrees in physics or in chemistry. 

The other famous case of that is Remsen, who is again, like Rowland, Mr. Pure Science, 

but Fahlberg, who was one of his students, is the inventor of saccharine, goes out and makes 

money at it. So there was engineering being done here within the science department, and you 

can't help but think that the notion of eliminating engineering schools as a separate school, putting 

it back into arts and sciences would only be done at a place where there had been this history 

many years before, of doing engineering within a science program. And especially because it was 

so-the conceit in the 1950s and '60s was that engineering was really going to become one of the 

sciences, so it was called engineering science, and there were programs. 

Harvard, for instance, in applied science, that's what they called their program instead of 

engineering. So in that sense, we were following other peer institutions in thinking, well, 

engineering might possibly be compatible with the rest of arts and sciences. It's just a little slower 

to become a science than the rest. 
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But I think the important point to note is that although we didn't have a formal 

engineering degree, formal engineering school, we were training people in engineering who were 

making a success out in the world, and it wasn't just-another example would be George Owen 

Squire, who was the founder of the Signal Corps of the U.S. Army, and who took a degree at 

Hopkins before World War I. He was actually right in the middle of the war. I think he was out at 

Fort McHenry or something, but was taking a degree here in physics, and using it, of course, for 

modem military communications. So you had people who were trained. He was not an 

undergraduate here. He did his graduate degree here, did a Ph.D. So people like Squire made 

Hopkins well known for training practical people who were out there, in this case in the Signal 

Corps, working on the most advanced work in radio communication and electronic 

communication. So well before we had a school, we had a reputation for training engineers. 

Warren: Explain to me, though, how that connection with the state of Maryland worked, and 

why they invested-what did the state of Maryland think they were going to get out of it? 

Leslie: They were going to get civic engineers that Gilman had always promised from the very 

founding of the university. 

Warren: Explain to me also that distinction you're making between civic and civil- [Tape 

interruption] 

Leslie: Civic engineer isn't a discipline. It's very, very much part of that progressive era 

mentality that engineers could offer a sort of objective, apolitical solution to problems, the urban 

problem. And one of the most pressing urban problems at the tum of the century, even in terms of 

public health-well, there were things like building water systems and building eventually power 

systems. 
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Gilman had anticipated this at the founding of the university, and I think it's always been a 

sort of distinguishing feature of Hopkins that it would be training people who would have an 

impact on the city of Baltimore. There was the expectation that it wasn't just an international 

university or a national resource, but that it was a local resource. Undergraduates, of course, had 

always been mostly local, and that would continue, people like Russell Baker all the way through 

World War II. Most of the undergraduates were coming locally. The graduate students were 

being drawn from all over the world. But the idea was that if you had this institution and it was 

getting local support in various kinds of ways, whether through subsidy because you aren't paying 

taxes, or in the case of the state deciding to fund bricks and mortar here, but there would be a 

payback, that universities are public resources which have an impact on their local environment 

because they train the people who are going to go off and work in the public works administration 

for the city of Baltimore, who will build the water systems. 

The classic example of that is Abel Wolman, who you can never really figure out exactly 

where he is. He's working for the city, he's consulting for the state, he's consulting 

internationally, he's teaching at the university. I mean, he's got a finger in so many parts of both 

the city and the state and the university, that I would consider him the archetype of that civic 

engineer. Yes, he's a civil engineer and best known for his water work and for chlorination 

systems in particular, also for the design of the water systems for the City of Baltimore itself, 

which has an impact on the whole state because of the reservoir system and extending it all the 

way to the Susquehanna River. 

But civic engineering is not civil engineering because it's not just the building of 

structures; it's a commitment to the idea that the engineer has a larger social responsibility than 
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merely to his employer or his profession. 

Hopkins' engineering school was founded at a very critical moment in the history of 

American engineering. Most of the engineering schools, there had been a sort of wave of 

engineering schools starting with Cornell in the 1880s, and there was another sort of wave in the 

1900 to 1918, during that progressive era, and there was a great deal of debate within engineering 

societies about how engineers should be trained, how they could be made into true professionals 

on the model oflaw and medicine, which were always taken to be the sort of ideal models for 

professional education. 

And Hopkins is an interesting case. I haven't thought about it in quite this way, but, of 

course, we defined the model of the new physician. How was the new physician trained? Well, 

you had to have an undergraduate degree first, you had to have all that pre-clinical work, which is 

essentially basic science. So Hopkins was defining what the modem professional-the epitome of 

the professional would be, at the same time it was trying to design an engineering school for a 

very different kind of profession. 

Engineering is unusual in that most of its practitioners do not have doctoral degrees or 

advanced degrees. In fact, most of the practitioners have only bachelor's degrees. It's distinctive 

in contrast to medicine, because engineers are trained to see their employer and their client as the 

main-that's where their loyalty lies, and most of them work in organizations where physicians, at 

least until the era of managed care, it was your patient, it was your client. It was that kind of one-

on-one. And except for consulting engineers, mostly civil engineers, the electrical engineers we 

were turning out were going to work for Westinghouse and General Electric and large companies, 

for the most part. 
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How could you be a professional if you were essentially an employee? I think the idea of a 

civic engineer was a way of sort of getting around that dilemma, because then your loyalty was to 

the public, and it was the idea of public service. There was lots of discussion at the top levels of 

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, who felt that happened to be one where there was 

very activist leadership. "We have to train engineers as true professionals. We need a code of 

ethics. We need the things that physicians have." And I think that certainly shaped the way 

Hopkins' engineering saw itself, that it wasn't just a program for turning-it wasn't like the state 

university land-grant schools, which were just turning out lots of people to take their places in the 

bureaucracy. 

I think Hopkins wanted to do something different. It would never train very large numbers 

of people, but it would train people who would take these civic positions and be this new kind of 

professional engineer whose first loyalty was to the public and to the larger public good rather 

than to whoever happened to be paying his salary. 

I think it's one of those traditions it wouldn't be bad to resurrect. We've never been large 

enough to make a difference in numbers. We just can't turn out the numbers that University of 

Illinois can or that MIT can. So you have to pick your spot. That was one of the more interesting, 

I think. It was a high-minded ideal. It wasn't necessarily the ideal that the state of Maryland had in 

mind. They had in mind this sort of narrow ideal that you train people who would then go to work 

for the city government or for the state government or for local industry. And they had money at a 

time when Hopkins didn't. 

Warren: They made quite an investment. 

Leslie: For the day. For the day. When you think back about the total endowment of the 
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university at the time, you know, it's very interesting to look at those old photographs of 

Homewood campus, because we were just in the process of moving from downtown up here, and 

there's a little bit of Gilman, then there's Maryland Hall, so that the first real buildings are for the 

engineers, before any of the other stuff is done, because there's money to fund that. I've forgotten 

who said it now. I'd better look it up. I love the idea that it was Maryland and Gilman and Mudd. 

That was, I thought, pretty appropriate in those photos. 

And Maryland was unusual in making its investment in engineering education at a private 

university. It's not unique. It's not well known, I think, that MIT is the land-grant university for 

Massachusetts. 

Warren: I didn't know that. 

Leslie: Yes. So there was that precedent of deciding that you could spend your Morrill funds, 

which were to support engineering and agricultural sciences, at a private institution. Now, we 

didn't go all the way and decide, you know, instead of having the University of Maryland, we'd 

just pump all our money into Johns Hopkins, which I'm sure we would have liked over the long 

run. [Laughter] 

And in the long run, as University of Maryland grew and became much, much larger than 

Hopkins, then we faced the problem, well, how do we find a niche where small numbers of 

graduates can make a difference? We can't do everything well because we don't have the 

numbers. We'll have to decide which areas to concentrate on. And I don't think it's any surprise 

the ones we chose are ones that fit rather neatly into some other aspect, some other part of the 

university where we already had strengths, biophysics for arts and sciences, biomedical 

engineering for the engineering school. 
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Hopkins is unique, I think, in having its best-ranked programs be fields that are not taught 

at many large engineering schools and being relatively weak, compared to other schools, in the 

core engineering disciplines. That's always been a challenge. 

Warren: Tell me more about that. 

Leslie: Well, I'll start with a little anecdote from maybe the person who understood better than 

anyone else how to build an engineering school in the late 20th century, and that's Fred Terman 

from Stanford. People forget Stanford is now ranked one or two in every poll and ranking in 

engineering. It was in no better a position than Hopkins in 1945, really. It had had some famous 

engineers, Herbert Hoover being, of course, the most distinguished of them, but it was really 

small departments, didn't have a lot of money, not much sponsored research, mostly an 

undergraduate program. 

Terman, who had been an electrical engineer in the 1930s, one of the pioneering radio 

engineers, had this idea that he called steeple-building. When he became dean of engineering in 

1945, he put this into practice first as dean and later as provost. His idea was, Stanford couldn't 

do everything well. It wasn't ever going to be as big as some of the competition. So what it had to 

do was pick its spot very carefully. He called these steeples of excellence. The idea was, you have 

one or two really distinguished faculty members in a field, and they would attract national 

attention, they would attract outside funding, they would attract the best graduate students, and 

they would make the place visible. Hence, steeples of excellence. 

Coupled with that was a theory he called the mainstream theory, and that was, there 

wasn't any point in building a steeple of excellence in a field nobody cared about. It wasn't any 

good to be the best program in illumination engineering in the world, because that just wasn't a 
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hot field. You wanted to find the fields that were going to define the core of engineering for the 

next thirty or forty years. So electronics was one he put a lot of effort into; aeronautical 

engineering; material science. These were the fields he thought were going to-and he was 

right-redefine engineering. 

Hopkins was constrained in a sense by having such a prestigious and large medical school. 

It was almost unavoidable, I think. What should we concentrate on? Biomedical engineering is a 

natural. Now, in the long run that may turn out to be a very wise choice, because it may turn out 

that the really interesting engineering challenges over the next forty or fifty years are going to be 

in the health sciences, in biomedical engineering. It may turn out that that steeple which is really 

visible but isn't central to engineering may yet become central to engineering. And the same with 

environmental engineering, where you've had a long tradition, thanks to Abel Wolman, of people 

trained in what we now think of as environmental engineering, but was basically water 

engineering in those days. 

That, too, as issues of public health once again become so critical and as they become 

important in the developing world, etc., again, that may turn out to be a wise choice, but the cost 

of that was to let other fields, like mechanical engineering, remain relatively small and relatively 

invisible. So when you look at the national rankings, we don't do that well in electrical 

engineering, or mechanical engineering or civil engineering, which are sort of the core fields in the 

discipline. But the constraint is always, we can't hire that many people. We have a small 

engineering school, and we can only put so many of them into biomedical engineering and 

environmental engineering. There's just not enough funding to go around and build up these other 

departments. 
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And there's no question that that's an example of Hopkins' own history shaping its 

present. The fact that we've had this long tradition in water engineering clearly meant that there 

was a corps of people in what could now be termed environmental engineering, and now is, and 

because of the medical school influence, you have this strong orientation toward biomedical 

problems. So it was natural to build those kind of steeples, and those are steeples that are clearly 

visible. The question is whether they are in the mainstream or not, whether they fit determines 

other criteria, the steeple-building theory part, but the mainstream theory, that's for the future to 

decide. 

It looks like biomedical engineering may, in fact, because of the way that it's merging with 

biotech generally, may end up being a good choice. So it may turn out that that's a steeple of 

excellence you want for the 21st century. So in that sense, maybe it ended up being the right 

choice for the wrong reasons at that time, but ends up being a good choice now. 

Warren: You know, one of the most interesting characters I'd like to hear more about is this 

fellow Kouwenhoven. You talk about the ultimate leap. 

Leslie: Well, that's an interesting case, because there you have an electrical engineer who, 

because he's in an environment where he's got close connections with the medical school, 

becomes interested in working on problems that no other electrical engineer is likely to encounter. 

Somebody with his training and somebody like him at MIT would never have become interested 

in de.fibrillation. There would be no reason to. The problems that you would be encountering 

when you talked to colleagues, etc., would be power systems, or there would be traveling wave 

tubes or something else. But because of that connection with the medical school, he becomes 

involved in, is there a technique that might be used to jumpstart hearts? And he develops an 
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electrical system to do that. 

Warren: I need to flip the tape over. 

Leslie: Okay. 

[Begin Tape 1, Side 2] 

Warren: Do you know the story behind how all that came to be? 

Leslie: I don't. I really don't. That can be tracked probably best through his own papers. I wish I 

could tell you more about that. 

Warren: I know the facts, but I'd love to have it in story form. 

Leslie: Yes. I think you'll have to ask somebody else for that one. I think that's one of the cases 

where it could be tracked through his own words, etc., and through the words of his colleagues. 

What people remember him for, actually, is the CPR part rather than the electrical engineering 

part, and it turns out that using your hands ends up being as good as using electrical devices. 

But he is one of the people who spans that critical divide between being in the engineering 

school, not being in engineering school, and it could well be-you'd have to track this, but it could 

well be that one of the reasons he turns his attention toward issues of de:fibrillation, etc., is 

because that not having your own school now opens up ways of, well, you're going to be looking 

for partnerships elsewhere, and that seems to be a natural one. 

Warren: [unclear] timing coincide to when the School of Engineering was absorbed- [Tape 

interruption] 

Leslie: Yes, it does, and so he bridges that. 

Warren: So he had been dean of the School of Engineering. So when he retired, is that when 

he-
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Leslie: I don't know if he was retired by that point or not. 

Warren: He actually retired and went down to East Baltimore. 

Leslie: Well, that would make sense. That would make sense. You lose your institutional base. 

You're looking for new kinds of problems. You'll have to have others tell you that story. I just 

don't know the Kouwenhoven story very well. 

Warren: Okay. So what exactly are these biomedical engineers doing? Who can I talk to about -

[Tape interruption] 

Leslie: You should talk to Dick Johns and see what they're doing, who's doing the biomedical 

engineering. I think one of the questions to look at carefully is the extent to which they really do 

cross divisional lines. 

The part of the story that you probably won't get from people here, but should follow up 

with elsewhere, which I think is an interesting missed opportunity, is the Applied Physics Lab, 

which does, of course, have some connections with biomedical engineering, although it's pretty 

small. Ifl were writing a history of Hopkins' engineering, I would have certainly a strong section 

on the Applied Physics Lab, but I would probably put it under the category of what might have 

been. 

Warren: [unclear] 

Leslie: The Applied Physics Lab got started in World War II. It is deliberately kept at arm's 

length from the university for reasons of secrecy and security. It begins in an old car dealership in 

Washington. Its main assignment is to develop a very small radar radio tube. 

What a proximity fuze does is allow you to shoot a shell at, say, an airplane or it can be 

used against ground troops and it sends out little radio signals and tells you how close the shell is 
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to the target, and it's preset to detonate at a set distance from the target. You hit an airplane with 

a shell, it goes through the wing and does a little damage, but if you explode it before it hits, it can 

wipe out the airplane. Same thing if you're using a mortar and you want to drop it on enemy 

troops, you don't want it to hit the ground; you want it to explode above them, where it causes 

maximum damage. 

That's one of the real wonder weapons of the Second World War. When you think of the 

wonder weapons, the three of them are, obviously, the atomic bomb, the development of 

microwave radar, and the proximity fuze. Hopkins is right at the center of the proximity fuze, and 

that's what APL' s developed. 

The question became, after World War II-and it was very successful. It was one of the 

wonder weapons, so secret that they were afraid of using it over land, for instance, for fear that 

one of them might not detonate and then the Axis powers, the Germans, would get a look at this 

thing and they'd be able to figure out what it was. So there were a lot ofrestrictions on how to 

use it. 

But after the war, the big decision that a lot of the universities faced, and Hopkins was a 

fairly sizeable contractor because of APL, what do you do with these institutions? Do you 

integrate them with the rest of the university or do you keep them at arm's length? 

The competition decided, as MIT did, that the radiation lab, which was the main site for 

radar, should be integrated as much as possible into MIT. So it became the research laboratory of 

electronics, and it wasn't as big as the radiation lab had been, which was 4,000 or something, but 

it was a nice corps of people who were state-of-the-art electronic engineers, who were integrated 

within the university, did their work on campus, even work that was classified, although it had to 
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have separate buildings and security. 

Hopkins could have done the same. It could have embraced APL. It could have brought it 

closer to campus. It could have put it on campus. It could have kept many of the people there and 

given them faculty appointments and built up its engineering school in electronics at that point and 

been very successful at it. It made the decision, rightly or wrongly, that this should be kept at 

arm's length, that it should be-whatever it is-twenty-five miles away, it should be in Laurel, it 

should be kept as a completely separate part of the university, like Los Alamos, almost, which 

was managed-still is managed-by the University of California but really doesn't contribute 

anything to the Berkeley system. It's completely isolated. 

And by isolating it that way, it prevented Hopkins from really building on the strengths 

that the Applied Physics Lab had developed during the war and bringing to campus a large corps 

of very good people. The people who were there, they weren't just working on proximity fuzes; 

they were working on things like guided missiles. They were very good people. James Van Allen, 

for whom the Van Allen Belts are named, was one of the young hot shots there, and was never 

offered an appointment on the Homewood campus, although he sought one, and so went out to 

the University oflowa and became world-famous. 

There are a lot of"might have beens" in that story, because that was an institution like the 

medical institution, which is actually much larger than the engineering school in terms of its 

budget. It's a huge operation. Even in those days it was in the multimillion dollars and it would 

eventually become in the hundreds of millions of dollars. People there always used the Hopkins 

name to attract people, but they were never really integrated within this institution. When it came 

time to think about, is there a way we can use that expertise somehow to benefit the main 
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university, the only place that they really had much success was with the medical institutions, and 

it's a very small part. The idea was, well, if you can design various kind of biomedical 

technologies, artificial hearts and things like that. But that was a great missed opportunity. 

They did have this operations research group which was on campus, and that was, I think, 

what is now Barton Hall. That was a classified research project mainly in operations research, 

applied mathematics. Eventually when that project wound down, they turned that over to the 

university and it just became another building. But that was not on anything like the scale of the 

Applied Physics Lab. 

Had you brought that to campus and integrated its programs, many of which could have 

been done in terms of nonclassified work, because at other universities you have plenty of 

students working in these labs, you had faculty members who didn't have clearances, who were 

working in these labs and could work on nonclassified parts of it. It gave a tremendous boost to 

MIT to have the radiation lab, the core of that radiation lab remain there. And places like 

Stanford, which didn't have those labs, created them afterwards, in the Korean War. 

Meanwhile, APL was chugging away doing wonderful work for the navy on guidance 

systems, on satellites, on navigation systems, mostly for the submarine fleet, on guided missile 

research, but it had virtually zero impact on the university. 

Warren: Did it hire Hopkins people? 

Leslie: I'm sure it did, and graduate students would occasionally go down there and work on 

classified projects. 

Warren: But there isn't [unclear]. 

Leslie: Geographic distance. You just cannot have-it's hard enough to encourage close 
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cooperation with School for Advanced International Studies, which is a much smaller kind of 

enterprise, and where it's a matter of bringing somebody to campus to lecture and give a course 

on Africa or the Near East or something. The Applied Physics Lab, because it's an engineering 

lab, having it at that distance, people just aren't going to travel back and forth that kind of 

distance with any kind ofregularity. So it's always been very isolated. 

Warren: How about Hopkins graduates? Do they hire a lot? 

Leslie: I don't know. They certainly have hired some, no question about that, and they certainly 

have played in their recruiting on the Hopkins name. That would be interesting to check, to see 

how many people actually from this campus ended up working there. My guess is that it was 

higher than most other places, but not predominant. It certainly doesn't have the kind of dense 

interaction that on-campus laboratories did. 

The classic was the research laboratory of electronics, where you were training half or 

more of the graduate students in electrical engineering in that lab throughout the 1950s and 

1960s, or [Charles] Stark Draper's lab, who was another MIT engineer, and he was working on 

inertial guidance systems, the kind of things that you need to get to the moon or to Moscow, 

depending on what you're trying to hit. That was also integrated at MIT so that the aeronautical 

engineering department was closely integrated with this very large lab. Here, that was never the 

case. 

I think another thing to look into is that wonderful Merryman Hall. 

Warren: [unclear] 

Leslie: Wind tunnel. 

Warren: Tell me about that. 
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Leslie: The main challenge in aeronautical engineering after the war was to build high-speed 

wind tunnels, because you wanted to know how did things behave at supersonic speed, at 

hypersonic speed. And why did you want to know that? Because you were building jet aircraft 

that were going to be cracking the sound barrier, because you were building guided missiles, of 

course, at hypersonic speed. 

Some institutions, Stanford being one of them, were lucky enough to have a federal 

facility nearby. They had the Ames Research Lab, which had the biggest and best wind tunnels in 

the world. We didn't have that. The closest thing here is Langley, Virginia, which is what had 

been NACA [National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics]. They had wind tunnels there, but 

it's too far for a faculty to use them. 

So Merryman Hall was set up as a supersonic wind tunnel-I don't think it was 

hypersonic-which is essentially a high-speed, high-temperature wind tunnel. That was built with 

Office of Naval Research funding, and that was another opportunity where if Hopkins had 

decided that it wanted to make a major push into aeronautical engineering, it could have done so 

with a combination of APL, which was doing a lot of work in guided missiles, and setting up a 

large wind tunnel. 

But you've got a wind tunnel here, which is relatively small compared to the competition, 

and you've got most of your best aeronautical people somewhere else, not having an academic 

affiliation, not having a Department of Aeronautical Engineering, and so you had a couple of 

good people. I'm trying to think of the famous aeronautical engineer here. His first name was 

Leslie. That one I remember. [Laughter] Kevasny [phonetic], I think. But you should find that. 

But he was well respected. When I was doing interviews about aeronautical engineering in other 
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schools, and I never studied it here, he was always the one who came, "Oh, do you know his 

work?" So you had a person who was respected here, but it wasn't in sufficient critical mass. So 

there was another where mechanical and aeronautical engineering became a central discipline at 

top engineering schools. We didn't pursue that sufficiently. 

So we had a good person, we had our own wind tunnel, but we didn't have the critical 

mass which we would have had, had we been able to bring APL closer to campus. I think that was 

one of the great missed opportunities. Yes, it became a site of protest in the early 1970s, you 

know, the war machine, etc., but let's face it, Hopkins was never the center of the anti-war 

movement and it was not likely that having APL here would have made any difference. 

Warren: I've got some photographs of protests through the years about APL. 

Leslie: Yes. 

Warren: There was one sometime in the '80s. 

Leslie: When Lee Iacocca was the commencement speaker here in about 1989 or something like 

that, I've forgotten, there was the guy who smashed in the DOGEE seminar room and got on a 

bull horn to denounce APL as a merchant of death, etc., etc. But there have always been 

protesters there, and each year you'll still find them. They're not generally Hopkins people, 

though, and there was never a strong movement among the undergraduates here to get classified 

research off campus and the kind of thing you saw at MIT in 1970, at Stanford in 1970, at 

Columbia. 

Warren: It's interesting, because I find all these pictures, it's obviously newsworthy, but then I 

ask the question, everybody says the same thing, and it doesn't seem to be the party line. 

Leslie: No. I don't think you would find-you know, there was about one day of serious protest 
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here, and it happened to be the day some news team was following Lincoln Gordon around. The 

photographic files of protest at Hopkins against the Vietnam War tend to, I think, exaggerate the 

amount of activism here. It simply wasn't Columbia. It wasn't MIT or Stanford. It was a little 

more like Princeton, where they had the-what do they call it? These [unclear] group which was 

essentially brain trust for the military had its headquarters there. There were a few student 

protests, but there was never any organized opposition to APL on any kind of scale. And there 

probably wouldn't have been if it had been on campus, either, especially to the extent that it was 

integrated with the rest of the engineering school. 

Defense money, you know, the old Willie Sutton story. Why do you rob banks? Because 

that's where the money is. In the 1950s and 1960s, when other programs were building up their 

engineering schools to national prominence, they did it with military money. And there's a cost to 

that, no question. The problems that they were interested in were the problems the military was 

interested in. 

But Hopkins wasn't remaining pure somehow. It wasn't that it didn't like taking military 

money; it did. And if you look year by year at who's the largest federal defense contractor, 

Hopkins is either one or two with MIT, depending on which year. But when you break that out, 

you realize that, yes, MIT has Lincoln Lab, which is comparable to APL in being at a distance, 

but they were much more successful at getting faculty members from the main campus to go there 

for sabbatical leave and work there, to bring their graduate students into programs at Lincoln Lab. 

From what I can tell, APL never really made a serious effort to do that, and the campus certainly 

never made a serious effort to invite and bring APL people here with any regularity. With, in 

those days, $300 million-a-year operation, they certainly could have. 
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The one interesting connection with federal agencies that we have-and you should track it 

through the material science department-is through the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology, which is the old National Bureau of Standards. A fair number of faculty members in 

our department were once there. They may have retired now. It would be interesting to trace that 

connection, because it goes way back. When the NBS was founded in 1901, a lot of the people 

that it hired, it was the premier physical laboratory in the country at that time, national laboratory, 

well before the current DOE [Department of Energy] national laboratories. And there were a 

number of Hopkins graduates who went on to staff that place. That's an interesting connection 

for the engineering school, because physics graduates and chemists, there was a close link there. 

The other thing that's worth looking at in terms of engineering, and doesn't fall strictly 

under the history of the engineering school, is the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics. 

That's the NACA which is the predecessor for NASA. Joseph Ames was centrally involved in 

that. He was, of course, the physicist for whom this building is named. And Hugh Dryden, who 

was deputy administrator for many years, was another Hopkins man, was, I think, actually 

recruited by Ames himself. Dryden's papers, I think, are here. What the NACA does is 

engineering, so it's another example where we have our physicists are doing first-rate engineering, 

setting up these institutions like the NBS, which is basically an engineering and applied science 

operation, although they do basic standards, certainly, too, NACA, and NASA, there's a lot of 

Hopkins connections with federal engineering programs that are probably worth paying attention 

to. 

Warren: Another name that you mentioned in your lecture that we haven't brought up today is 

John Whitehead. 
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Leslie: Yes. I should have gone back over my own notes for Whitehead. [Laughter] I'd better 

refresh my memory. I don't remember what I even had to say about Whitehead. He's one of the 

pioneers. Did I gave you a copy of that talk? 

Warren: No. 

Leslie: I'll give it to you, because that represents my best thinking at the moment about where 

Whitehead fits into all this, although I don't know that my reflections on Whitehead were 

particularly significant. 

Warren: We'll leave Whitehead. 

Leslie: We'll leave Whitehead for another day. Okay. 

Warren: You alluded a while back to a subject that I'd like to pursue, the idea of women in 

engineering. [Tape interruption] - really wanted to do was go to the School of Engineering, but 

she wasn't allowed in the classroom before four o'clock in the afternoon. This is in the late '40s, 

early '50s. 

Leslie: Yes. I guess the thing to say about that is it's not unusual, given Hopkins' history and 

tradition. That is, it was, on the undergraduate level, a men's school until '74. I've forgotten when 

the first class graduated. 

Warren: First class that entered with them was '74. Women arrived on campus in [unclear]. 

Leslie: It's very recent. And women were not a presence at most engineering schools in the 

1940s and '50s in any large number, so that's not too surprising. Except for the medical school, 

women just didn't have much place in this campus at all. And even in the medical school, it had 

only a couple of prominent women on the faculty. They had women medical students and that was 

because a woman had helped raise substantial funding and it wasn't available otherwise for the 
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medical school, and one of the stipulations was that it would be accessible to women. 

It would be interesting to check current enrollment and see the balances of men and 

women and check that over time. I don't think you would find that it was significantly different 

than the gender ratio at MIT or at Illinois or at any other large engineering school. What might be 

a little different is that a place like MIT did have Mildred Dressell Haus, who was the head of the 

material science engineering program. So you did have some prominent women faculty members 

at other institutions, and here you really don't. 

I'm trying to think of when is the first woman engineering professor. I don't know. But 

even today, when you look at the senior women engineering professors or tenured women 

engineering professors, they tend to be concentrated in fields like environmental engineering, like 

Grace Brush. In fact, I don't know how many women are on the engineering faculty at the 

moment, except for the dean, which is very unusual, but, of course, very recent, the senior people 

are almost all men, with the exception of DOGEE [Department of Geography and Environmental 

Engineering], and there you have a number of women. It's interesting. But then you always had 

more women in biology than you did in physics. 

Warren: Who is the new dean? [Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac] 

Leslie: I can't say I know her at all, to be quite honest. I know her background. She was a 

mechanical engineer, trained at MIT, went to University of Texas, was chair of their Department 

of Mechanical Engineering, which I guess is seventy-five people or something like that, and her 

vision, as far as I've heard it articulated on public occasions, is to build Hopkins into a top, 

hopefully top ten, engineering department. But her strategy is to build those strengths in the core 

disciplines of engineering. She can speak for herself, but mechanical engineering, civil engineering, 
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electrical engineering, computer science. 

And the problem that she faces is that she's got an institution where its strengths are not in 

those fields and where there are other fields. We have the Whittaker money coming to bring even 

more strength in biomedical engineering, and a whole new building which will be out there in 

Garland some day fairly soon. And how many of those people will have faculty appointments, I'm 

not sure. I've heard numbers on the order of thirty or so. Well, that will make us obviously the 

premier institution biomedical engineering in the world. We'll have enormous faculty in that field. 

But to what extent do you start cutting departments that are strong, like DOGEE, which 

is, again, one of the top-ranked departments, to build departments which are relatively weak? And 

it's hard for me to imagine any number of reasonable resources to be put into mechanical 

engineering to elevate it to the level ofits chief competitors. It's a little easier for me to see that in 

a field like computer science, but it's going to be hard for us to compete with Carnegie-Mellon or 

other places. Carnegie-Mellon is in exactly our kind of situation. That is, they're really good at 

one thing, really good at it. It happens to be a little more central to engineering at the moment, 

although over the next fifty years we'll see. That is, they're exceptionally good at computer 

science. They're pretty good at several other engineering disciplines, and they're mediocre at 

most everything else. 

That's basically our story. We're exceptionally good at a couple things, good at a lot of 

things, and sort of fair at other things. But our rankings are actually probably better than we 

deserve, if you want to know the truth. I mean, when we crack the top twenty in engineering, that 

surprises me. But I have to believe that part of that has to do with sort of the coattail effect of the 

medical school, etc., and simple brand-name recognition that Hopkins has. 
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I don't see us being as strong as the top departments for some time to come. [unclear] 

science department, physics department has never had a Maryland in the ranking, which is sort of 

galling, but even after the Space Telescope. So I don't know. 

Warren: I want to look back to the beginning. You alluded to the story-I know it's an aside, but 

I want the aside. 

Leslie: Okay. 

Warren: Tell me the story about saccharine. [Tape interruption] 

Leslie: Okay. To the best of my recollection ofit-

Warren: Oh go ahead, you were there. 

Leslie: Yeah. A danger for historians. Actually, you don't have to pretend. There's a wonderful 

exhibit at the Smithsonian in their Science and American Life, which actually begins with a life-

sized diorama of Remsen and Fahlberg arguing the merits of commercializing this new idea of 

saccharine. 

Warren: Really? 

Leslie: And it actually borrowed some of the material from Hopkins to make the laboratory 

authentic. You can go down and see a figure ofRemsen and a figure ofFahlberg arguing about 

this. What's really fascinating about it is they deleted the tape on which the two were debating this 

issue, at the insistence of the American Chemical Society, which had funded the exhibit and was 

unhappy to see the very first thing you learn about science in American life is this argument over 

the commercialization of this idea. 

It was one of these classic cases of the graduate advisor, the graduate professor there, 

Remsen, really was more interested in training people to be professors. His goal was to train 
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future teachers, future professors, and his track record was phenomenal. That is, if you look at 

chemistry departments at the turn of the century when he became president, leaving chemistry to 

become an administrator, 1901, I think, the numbers of department chairs in chemistry that have 

been trained at Hopkins was greater than every other school combined. So Hopkins just 

dominated chemistry as an academic discipline. 

Remsen founded what was one of the major journals in the field, eventually merged with 

the other major journal. He trained staggering numbers of that first generation of American-

trained chemists at a time when if you wanted really good training, you went to Germany, and 

that was true right up until 1900 or so. The very best chemists had always gone to Germany. 

What he was doing is making sure that the very best chemists could stay here, do their Ph.D. 

work, and hold their own with the German chemists. 

But he wasn't interested in training people for industry, and I think, more than Rowland, 

he was interested in protecting the reputation of chemistry. [Tape interruption] ... and in his 

speeches you read about cookbook chemists and everybody in industry who thinks up a new 

recipe or a new this or that is considered a chemist. He was interested in protecting the 

professional integrity of chemistry. 

From our point of view, it seems like a strange debate. You are working in organic 

chemistry. Somebody comes up with a substance that has unusual properties. It seems likely it 

could have commercial prospects. It does end up having commercial prospects. Why in the world 

wouldn't you want to patent that, get intellectual property rights, and make a fortune for the 

university? Why wasn't it the first Gator-Aid? It should have been. It was the same kind of thing. 

You have this sort of serendipitous discovery, not entirely serendipitous, but they certainly 
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weren't looking for an artificial sweetener. 

But they come up with something that has commercial potential. Remsen thinks that the 

interesting features about it are in terms of structural chemistry. The graduate student says, ''No, I 

think I've got some ideas that I can take to market." And it's hard for me to say whether Remsen 

was as opposed at the time as the diorama makes it sound, whether it's only in retrospect, when 

you sort of are kicking yourself "Maybe we should have done more. Maybe we shouldn't have let 

it get away." And I don't really know the extent to which that's so. 

You know who would, who knows that story really well is Owen Hanaway, who's a 

retired professor from this department, but still lives in town, and wrote the definitive piece on 

Remsen, which doesn't say anything about the Fahlberg incident, as I recall, maybe says a line 

about it, but who knows that story really well. I might give him a call if you really want to find out 

what the-because chemical engineering is one of those things where you think we should have 

been stronger in it, given that we were the premier chemistry department for many years. Why 

was it that we let MIT and Warren Lewis develop the strongest chemical engineering department 

and we sort of fell behind? And a comparison there of the relationship between chemistry and 

chemical engineering and the difference between how that relationship played out here versus 

MIT. I say MIT because that was the acknowledged leader in chemical engineering from the 

1920s on, and still would be ranked, I guess with Berkeley and a few others, the top program. 

Why is it that we failed to capitalize on that initial advantage? 

Warren: Do you know where the name "saccharine" came from? 

Leslie: No, I don't. Probably-

Warren: I'm always looking up the spelling of it [unclear]. Where on earth does this word come 
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from? How did they come up with this word? 

Leslie: Probably not Fahlberg. My guess would be that it was some company that decided to 

trademark it, but I don't know. That's a good story, but I just don't know. 

Warren: [Tape interruption] I can't make you know the story. 

Leslie: I'm sorry. [Laughter] 

Warren: In our research, we've read numerous different versions of it, and, of course, it's 

mostly coming out of the newspaper and they get more and more dramatic the further away from 

the event they get. 

Leslie: Yes. I think Hanaway probably has looked through those papers pretty carefully. There 

are archival sources here that are useful, and Remsen's are a good one. Ifl were writing this 

history, I would pay real close attention to especially Remsen. Remsen is president during some of 

these discussions. What does he think the mission of the university ought to be and where, if at 

all, does engineering fit in? And the Fahlberg saccharine incident may very well have played a role 

in his thinking about, well, do we want chemical engineering or not, etc. It wouldn't surprise me 

at all. That must have been a critical experience for him in terms of deciding what the boundaries 

between appropriate academic research, industrial research were, probably inclined him away 

from support of chemical engineering as a serious discipline. That's another one. How did we 

miss that? 

Hopkins' engineering is a lot of "might have beens" and "never weres." Which is to take 

nothing away from it, but the same is true of the university itself We went from being the premier 

research university to being not an also-ran, but certainly not at the front of the pack. 

We pride ourselves because we come in seventh on the U.S. News and World Report poll, 
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but really that's sort of the reputation for undergraduate education. When you look at the 

National Research Council rankings of programs, etc., we don't do nearly as well. Most of our 

programs are sort of eighteen to twenty-five or something like that. The exceptions are, of course, 

biology. In the science departments and engineering departments, we're not top ten. Much of that 

is size. We deliberately decided to remain small. 

But that's not the whole story. Cal Tech is also very small and very excellent, and it might 

be interesting to think about the comparison between the two. There again, graduate-oriented, 

more theoretically inclined than inclined toward application, small undergraduate enrollment, but 

they were drawing on a community where high tech, whether defined as radio and hydroelectric 

power, etc., in the '20s, or computers and aeronautical defense stuff now, was growing. The 

relationship between the local community and the university, especially engineering programs, is 

really critical. 

I don't think it's any surprise, for instance, that RPI, which had been the first American 

engineering school, declined right along with its region. As industries moved out and cut back, 

etc., RPI's reputation went right with them. As Silicon Valley grew, Stanford's reputation grew 

right with them. I think I made this point in my paper, but the lesson I would draw about the 

relationship between university and its region is that the health of the university is much more 

dependent on the economic health of the region than the region is dependent on the health of the 

university. I think Hopkins has suffered because Baltimore has become essentially a 

deindustrialized town. This isn't a high-tech town. It doesn't have a large biotech industry which 

you might think it would have because of the med school and the pharmaceutical interests. There 

again, it's because we had a sort of pure idea of what pharmaceutical research was about. 
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But I think the difference between Cal Tech and Stanford and Berkeley and their success 

versus our relative failure has a lot to do with the decline of industry around Baltimore. 

Warren: You don't think it has to do with the weather? 

Leslie: No. That's a curious thing, but on the other hand, MIT's weather isn't very good either. 

[Laughter] So I don't think that's the critical variable. What is critical is that there's a vigorous, 

robust, high-tech industry around Boston. It's gone through its ups and downs, but it's still there. 

The curious thing here is that there's a very strong basically Internet business in Washington, 

without a university. Tysons Corner is flourishing. There's no university there at all. So a region 

can flourish without universities, but universities have a hard time flourishing in the absence of a 

prosperou~ngineering schools have a difficult time. 

Warren: You have a good point there. We're at the end of the tape. 

Leslie: Good! [Laughter] 

Warren: I want to thank you. I could go on indefinitely here, but you have given me what I 

want, and I really want to thank you. 

Leslie: It's my pleasure. 

[End of interview] 
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